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Background
Since 2000, a new awakening has been taking place concerning the strategic value of standards education. Countries all over the world are taking a fresh look at standards education and its strategic relationship to development of international standards in a global economy. Consider, for example, that several countries have developed a national standards strategy since 2000: China, Canada, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Standards education plays a prominent role in several national standards strategies.

US Standards Education Activities
Since 2000, ABET, the accreditation body for all engineering schools in the United States, has established an educational requirement that all engineering students are required to study "engineering standards" in their senior year of undergraduate study. The American National Standards Institute has overhauled its standards education program and established a Standards Education Committee to oversee its participation in standards education programs. The American Petroleum Institute has established a grant program that provides a complete set of petroleum standards to any university in North America that establishes a petroleum engineering program. ASTM International has established a program to attract college students on a worldwide basis to become ASTM members and learn about standards. Several thousand college students now participate in this program. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers has reviewed and substantially expanded its standards education program and activities. The Standards Engineering Society has reviewed and expanded its educational efforts. In the government sector, a few federal departments and agencies, such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology and the Department of Defense, have expanded their standards education activities.

International Standards Education Activities
Internationally, South Korea launched the most ambitious standards education program in the world in 2004. This program now includes more than 50 universities and 7,000 engineering students who are required to take a standards course which is at least one semester in duration. The South Korea program also covers secondary education. In 2006, the Asia-Link program launched an international standards education program supported by two universities in Europe and universities from six countries in Asia. In 2006, Japan expanded its standards education programs through the Japanese Standards Association. In addition, Hitotsubashi University in Tokyo has established a Standards Study Group that involves every graduate department at the University. The Hitotsubashi Standards Study Group plans to create a graduate standards education program for all graduate schools at the University, supported by a standards research center.

ICES
In February 2006, a relatively small group of countries and representatives met in Tokyo to discuss standards education programs around the world. Countries represented at the meeting included China, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, The Netherlands, and the United States. The International Committee on Education about Standardization (ICES) was formed at this meeting. ICES is an unincorporated group of interested countries and representatives that meet once a year to review and discuss standards education programs around the world.

In February 2007, ICES held its second meeting at Delft University of Technology in The Netherlands. Eleven nations were represented including China, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Korea, Japan, The Netherlands, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, and the United States. The Conference was divided into four parts: 1) need for standardization education; 2) audience and learning objectives of standardization education; 3) education content; and 4) educational material for standardization courses.

It was agreed the next ICES conference will be held at the US National Institute of Standards and Technology in February 2008. It is possible that the 2009 conference will be held in China.

Discussions in the 2006 and 2007 ICES conferences were similar; however, the detailed scope of review and number of participants in the 2007 conference represent a significant increase in international awareness given to standards education. In fact, the number of participating countries in the 2007 conference virtually doubled. For all interested parties, the 2007 ICES conference makes a clear statement that standards education is no longer a "backwater issue" of secondary importance in the international standards community, but rather a top priority issue to be taken seriously.
The Strategic Value of Standards Education

The new awakening concerning the strategic value of standards education has some important implications. Consider, for example, the demographic profile of the United States standards community. A "best guess" is that at least 50 percent of standards practitioners in the United States are close to retirement, or retirement is within their foreseeable future. Who is going to replace these practitioners when they retire? Do most standards organizations such as corporations, standards development organizations, engineering firms, and government departments and agencies have a plan to replace the practitioners who are currently engaged in developing standards through national, regional, and international standards programs? I don't think so.

In a world where economic globalization is rampant and technology standards directly affect at least 80 percent of world trade with an estimated value exceeding $7 trillion, the United States faces a situation where major strategic investments are being made in standards education programs by other countries to educate their best and brightest students in the field of international standards and standardization systems. By comparison, there is only one university in North America that teaches Strategic Standardization - The Catholic University of America School of Engineering.

In the future, which countries do you think will be better prepared to help influence development of a new global market where international standards influence everything we do and control access to markets? Is it time for the United States to participate more fully in the new awakening concerning the strategic value of standards education?
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Editor's Note: For additional information about the 2006 and 2007 ICES conferences, go to www.euras.org/ices.htm. Also see the sidebar on this page regarding the 2007 ICES meeting.